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Human Development – In context
• 2013: Development of “the Common Semester” for delivery S1-2014
• Blended and flipped delivery also implemented
Blended, Flipped and Team-based learning
• Students can access their learning communities at any time, in any 
location 
• Explore theory before class 
• Face-to-face time used to 
• Explore & critically engage with ideas
• Recap threshold concepts
• Build relationships
• Challenge beliefs and preconceptions
• Apply theory to practice
• Practice professional behaviour and thinking
The Early Days
Early Delivery Design
• Teams of 2.0FTE (4x0.5) teaching 220 –
450 students per course
• Predominantly online (activities)
• F2F (fortnightly drop-ins + monthly 
conference-like events)
• BbC – Q&A (weekly 1hr virtual 
classrooms)
Six (of 8) programmes
1. Bachelor of Nursing (~130)
2. Medical Imaging (~40)
3. Osteopathy (~30)
4. Bachelor of Sport (~50)
5. Bachelor of Health and Social 
Development (~40)
6. Bachelor of Social Practice 
(~110)
Our Learners
• Vocationally focused
• School leavers
• Second chance learners
• Career changers
• External commitments
• How do we…
• Maintain success and retention?
• Make theoretical courses 
relevant?
• Teach application of theory to 
real-life practice?
• Develop professional thinking and 
behaviour?
Initial 
development
Consultation with discipline staff and other stakeholders
Ass 2: complex case 
study - scaffolded by 
myPortfolio case 
studies
Ass 1: reflective visual piece
Ass 2: Audio   
piece compulsory Theory/discipline additions 
& myPortfolio case study 
refinement
Student evaluation/feedback
Structured 
F2F
Connecting Content to Pathway
“Its very interesting to learn this, I don’t see how its relevant for [my profession]”
Connecting Assessment to Future Practice
• Previously: gathering and 
reproduction of information
• Need for: 
• Vocationally relevant problems
• Increased engagement in relevant 
theories
• Application of theory to pathways
“All my friends and groups just go online get the stuff and write it for 
assessments... At least with tests you have to learn and remember stuff”. 
• Assignment 2
• WAS 
• 4 of 8 essay options (1 for each topic 
covered in Modules 2 & 3)
• Explaining specific theories in context of 
theory specific case studies
• NOW
• 1 of 4 options 
• 2 parts: written report & spoken client-
based interaction
• Broad case study
• Bringing together multiple theories to 
explain situation and provide ‘real life’ 
advice
Connecting Assessment to Future Practice
“You can hear these guys as future 
practitioners...”
“You can see the value that they will bring to 
their future professions.”
“This approach allows students to 
include their lived experience...”
“the students have [been] really 
creative 
Connecting Online Activities to Assessment
• Scaffolding the assignment approach through asynchronous online 
discussion forums
• Controversial case studies
• No right answer
• 100 word limit
• Reduced staff reading load
• Increased feedback capability
• Increased interest in each-others’ contributions
“Thanks [name], I 
missed that… is a 
good point you 
make about…”.
“Yeah the portfolio stuff it 
makes u understand a topic 
more then what u thought 
before”
“It was really cool to see a 
different perspective … 
It just proves that we are all 
so different and need each 
others help”
How interesting & relevant do you think the 
myPortfolio activities are? 
Not interesting at all
Not interesting
Unsure/undecided
Somewhat interesting
Really interesting
Positive responses: 77%
Negative responses: 19.5%
Undecided: 3.5%
Connecting with Disciplines and Culture
Connecting Assessment to Future Practice
• Need for: reflective practitioners & vocationally relevant 
theory
• Assignment 1
• WAS: 
• Pavlov, Skinner or Bandura
• Essay
• NOW
• Te whare tapa wha
• Visual representation
• Reflection
“Hauora is neat… it 
makes a lot of sense to 
me”.
Connecting Online and Face-to-Face Learning
• Simply changing to more F2F did not meet student needs as classes 
now mimicked online activities
“A lot of classes are just based 
off what we have done 
online” 
Connecting Online and Face-to-Face Learning
• TBL (using a Flipped Learning approach) introduced problem-solving 
in vocationally-relevant scenarios
• Moodle quizzes were used to ascertain less understood areas before class
• Group work in class prompted collaborative soft skills and more 
comprehensive content knowledge
• Random selection for presentation (of group’s conclusion) led to better 
participation
Do you think that the style of teaching/learning today 
was more interesting than in previous lessons? 
Yes
Somewhat
Not really
Not at all (0%)
Positive responses: 83%
Negative responses: 17%
“I like that there is interaction rather 
than mainly being spoken to”
“I found the 
teaching these days 
more interesting”
Do the case study discussions help you to integrate the 
theory into real life examples you can see yourself in? 
Yes
Most of the time
Not often
No
Positive responses: 87.5%
Negative responses: 12.5%
Conclusions and Future Directions
• Videos: short, precise, vocationally focused with engaging presenter
• Literacies: move from teacher-resourced to student-resourced 
• Assessment: Improving clarity and ‘assessment for development’ 
(patchwork tasks leading to final presentation)
• Content: editing (course and a half syndrome)
• Teaching: Implementation of TBL more fully
• Truly thoughtful integration of face-to-face and online learning 
experiences requires an ongoing process of change
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